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Prepare for Change

An Integrated Strategy for Increasing Lottery Sales
Lotteries can broaden their appeal by focusing on content, channel and delivery.

We Must Join Forces as We Prepare for Change
By Carole Pinsonneault, Ingenio, a subsidiary of Loto-Québec

By: Amir Sadri, Senior Director Market, Game & Industry Analytics at GTECH
As lotteries search for new strategies to increase sales, it is no
longer enough to just run a promotion or release a new game.
That just creates a short-term bump in revenue that would sustain only minimal growth. Instead, lotteries should consider creating an integrated strategy designed to boost revenue from traditional customers while simultaneously broadening the appeal to
a younger demographic. An integrated strategy is one that blends
game content, sales channels, and delivery mechanisms.

the sales from our GamePoint solution steadily grow as players
increasingly recognize the benefits of self-service and as lotteries
are better able to determine the best retail locations (and placement strategies) for the device.
Let’s take a look at three examples of more recent trends that
illustrate the value of the golden rule.
Attracting New Players
Lotteries don’t require a hard sell to understand the value
of social-space gaming. Played outside of the traditional retail
channel, social-space games are more appealing to younger demographics and they don’t cannibalize existing sales. The revenue statistics are impressive. Since 1991, Keno has delivered
more than $7.6 billion in revenue to 12 jurisdictions in the U.S.,
including jurisdictions like Michigan, which only began offering
Keno in 2003.
Michigan is a good example of how a sales channel can help
grow sales. Six months after the Michigan Lottery launched Club
Keno®, total sales from the game were more than $33.2 million!
Less than three years after the launch, Club Keno’s total sales
were more than $1.1 billion and revenues were more than $340
million – proof that a lottery can succeed in a new channel with
the right content.
Restaurants, taverns, and bars clamor to participate in entertaining games like Club Keno, because they keep customers in
the establishments for a longer period of time. In Michigan, the
number of licensed social spaces doubled from 700 to 1,400 five
months after the launch. Currently, more than 2,170 Michigan
restaurants, bars, and other social spaces offer Club Keno.
The Michigan story proves the value of an integrated strategy,
where the right content and the right sales channel, together, reenergize interest in the lottery and increase revenues.
Club Keno is also successful in Rhode Island. However, the
Rhode Island Lottery provides another option for customers who
want a more dynamic social-playing experience: Rhody Poker®.
Launched in September 2006, it complements the existing products in the social space. Rhody Poker is a lottery version of the
very popular card game Texas Hold’Em; it is played on traditional
Keno monitors.
Texas Hold’Em clearly has a grip on American culture. The
game is featured in weekly television shows, in special star-studded celebrity games that seem to happen once a month, and
now in one-hour dramas. Casinos from Atlantic City to Sin

Current Industry Fact
Lotteries are struggling to attract the highly-coveted 18 to 34
year-old demographic. Their traditional customer base is drawn
to the more established matrix games, such as Lotto and Bingo,
and numbers games, such as Pick 3 and Pick 4. Lotteries are
very successful with these types of games, but, predictably, they
don’t draw new players until the jackpot rolls to an exceedingly
large amount.
Conventional wisdom says that the younger demographic,
conditioned by flashy graphics, instant gratification, and the anytime/anywhere access of the Internet, mobile phones, and PDAs,
will only be drawn to the lottery by exciting, dynamic, interactive games. That is partly true; however, it is a mistake to think
that rich content and cutting-edge games are the only keys to
success. Hot new interactive content can increase revenue, but
only if provided on the right channel and via the most appropriate delivery mechanism.
Certainly, focusing on attracting new customers from a younger demographic is smart marketing. But lottery marketers should
not ignore traditional lottery players in their attempt to broaden
their portfolio without cannibalizing their successful revenuegenerators. With this customer segment, too, the same “golden
rule” applies: lotteries must continue to optimize their game mix,
sales channels, and delivery mechanisms to increase revenues.
Making It Easier to Purchase
Here’s an example of what we mean by the value of delivery
mechanisms as part of an integrated strategy for increasing sales.
In both retail outlets and social spaces, self-service terminals
have become a widely accepted delivery mechanism for reaching
new customers. In fact, all industries have embraced the self-service trend and many successful case studies demonstrate this fact.
Self-service terminals, like GTECH’s GamePoint®, which offers
players a choice of either instant or online tickets, are reaching
a new demographic. These terminals offer a convenience that
younger lottery players appreciate. At GTECH, we are seeing
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Lottery corporations must be ready to deal with change, because their market has evolved considerably
over the past decade, not only in terms of competition, but also in terms of the expectations of customers, who no longer want to play simply to have a chance to win, but also to have fun.
According to Nathalie Rajotte, General Manager of Ingenio,
Loto-Québec’s research and development subsidiary: “At the beginning, lottery corporations mainly attracted customers by selling the
dream of winning merchandise or cash prizes, but the way in which
the win was determined was only of minor consequence.” Since that
time, lottery games have taken on many forms, and today’s consumers want even more. Living in a technology-driven world,
they want an entertaining experience that even involves skills
and challenges before discovering the outcome of the lottery
game. “In light of this, we must consider what we mean by the game
experience from a new perspective,” adds Rajotte.
Consumer expectations are forcing lottery corporations to review their product portfolios. Driven by technological advances,
the industry trend of convergence toward multi-platform products is becoming a reality. The boundaries between video lotteries, slot machines, interactive instant lotteries, and electronic
bingo are gradually fading. According to Rajotte: “Soon it will no
longer be a matter of gaming sectors, but rather of game concepts that
are sometimes offered in one kind of setting, and sometimes in another.” The recent corporate mergers and acquisitions involving
various gaming sectors reflect this trend.
This era of change for the gaming industry also points to the
emergence of multi-sector games. These products, which are
spun-off from a single game theme but developed in different
ways on various platforms, can be interconnected in order to offer
consumers a diverse experience while taking advantage of crossmarket leverage, thereby creating a single major happening.
Spending in R&D is not a luxury
At the present time, Ingenio is conducting joint research and
development projects involving lotteries, casinos, and bingo with

partners from these various fields. This approach makes it possible
to properly manage innovation across all gaming sectors, thereby creating a synergy that benefits everyone. Rajotte explains:
“Québec is well positioned to manage innovation corporately, because
all gaming sectors come under the jurisdiction of a single government
agency, Loto-Québec. However, we can also work in partnership and
cooperate on a larger scale, which we already do with various lottery
corporations around the world, and with private partners such as Bally
Technologies, Gtech, and Betware.”
The gaming industry cannot afford to ignore R&D, because it
is one of the main keys to finding imaginative solutions to evolve
within today’s legislative and regulatory framework, while addressing issues related to our social responsibilities.
Developing secure integrated solutions
Lottery corporations must continue to work toward alternative means of marketing that are capable of providing a secure
integrated presence across various distribution platforms, including the Internet and mobile technology. One excellent example
of this is derived from a concept that was patented by Ingenio:
interactive lottery games for personal computers, which are activated by an access code that is distributed through the purchase
of an instant lottery ticket.
“Amid the proliferation and diversification of the forms of gaming
that are available on the grey market, it is now more crucial than ever
for government corporations and reputable private companies to work
in unison,” Rajotte adds. “Operating in a vacuum is no longer feasible, and R&D is the necessary path to solidifying the positioning of
our industry so that we emerge from the greatest era of change in our
brief history as winners.” u

Start every week off with PGRI’s Morning Report. This electronic newsletter is sent out
every Monday morning to the e-mail addresses of over 15,000 subscribers. Departments
include Lottery News, Company/Investment News, International News, On the Internet,
People, Employment Classifieds, Legislative News, VLT/Racino News, and more.
To sign up for a subscription (free until the end of this year), send an e-mail request
to sjason@publicgaming.org.
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have a 360 view of his gaming engagement, total gaming engagement, over all the different gaming categories and types that he
plays and the same thing for the operator.
So that’s one aspect. The other aspect is the integration capabilities that we have in this part of the system. It begins with
the purpose of actually enabling plug-ins from third parties.
And plug-ins can be games, so we can take on a game from
anybody else because customers require us to be able to change
their gaming content at a very, very rapid pace. And they want
to be able to throw up a new game and see if it works and if it
doesn‘t work, throw it away. With this new technology we will
be able to integrate the same game in days. We are using the
latest technologies for reducing lead-time for actually bringing
new content up into the game. So that’s the other aspect of it,
the second aspect.
The third aspect is obviously that you have more information
in one place. This enables you to profile a player, or a category
of a player, or whatever you like and you can slice and dice that
into any shape or form you want, which has a lot of advantages.
For instance, it enables you to quickly detect or identify problem
gaming playing patterns.
If you look at most gaming operators today, it’s quite surprising
but most of them have a very fragmented software technology
and to consolidate a business most of them need to do lots of
manual work. We are basically taking all that manual consolidation work away. So, yes by pushing a button, basically, you are
able to see, for instance, my gaming engagement, which games
I’ve played, how much I’ve spent, whatever you’d like to know.

the gaming sites and stuff like that. So, the internet is becoming
sort of a virtual community for people that, to use Bingo as the
example, it’s a virtual community for people that are over 30.
PJ: On that subject, the people that are under 30 or the people that
will be in their 20s in a few years, and be in their 30s in a few more
years, do you see them as being more likely to want to go to a casino
or play online?
JB: I think most kids, like my daughter who is 8, she goes online for almost everything. My neighbor’s kids, they are 15 and
16, they do everything online today. So, whether or not they go
to casinos, the next generation is certainly far more likely than
our generation to go to online sites to do the same thing.
PJ: Is it an important part of your gaming development to fulfill that
need for social interaction?
JB: Absolutely. Those are key areas of development for us.
The back office actually enables us to point people, not only to
the right games, but also to other types of services that are provided on the net. By actually identifying playing patterns, you
can also identify with quite high certainty the kinds of interests
a person has. Same thing you have on Amazon, for instance. If
you buy certain types of books, they know what other books you
are likely to be interested in. It might be the same subject, or
it might be other subjects. It’s the same type of thing with our
player profile.
PJ: You know how American Express makes more money by selling
all kinds of stuff to their credit card clients. Are you saying the gaming
operator’s website could do a similar thing, introduce their customer,
the players, to products and services that don’t necessarily have anything to do with gaming?

PJ: So, the gaming management system gives you the ability to rapidly create the kind of game that appeals to a specific player profile…
JB: Yes, absolutely, it gives the operator the ability to use the
gaming information in the system to attract the players to the
games they enjoy the most.

JB: Exactly. It actually works the other way around in Europe
today. We have several internet friends that sell other products
but also offer games. So if you take Yahoo, for instance. They are
the biggest Bingo creator in the United States. Royal Air has a
very successful Bingo site today. And it’s an airline! But, if you
go into Royal Air, you can say, “Okay, I want to play Bingo,” and
then you push a button and you are in a Bingo room.

PJ: Is Svenska Spel expanding into other gaming areas?
JB: We haven’t had any new permits or any new licenses in
gaming to Svenska Spel but there was a piece in the Swedish press
not too long ago where basically, Svenska Spel stated that they are
applying for different gaming licenses, with the intent to channelize other types of games as well. In addition to poker and lotteries,
the main business to have online today is sports betting.

PJ: But the cool thing from your point of view is that Royal Air flies
airplanes and Yahoo does their thing really good but neither of them develops game content or builds the back office. So no matter what ways
that distribution evolves, your focus will remain on content alone.

PJ: How about Bingo? Wouldn’t Bingo, with its social dimension,
really hit a sweet spot?

JB: Yes, we are the content provider. The trend in Europe is
that the brand values that are compatible with gaming are going
to offer more and more of the games. We provide everything, we
have a full facility management concept, to manage the players,
payments, hosting, everything. So, they are leveraging the system, the brand to increase revenue through gaming. And the only
thing that they have to have is a gaming license and a license to
offer profit for the games. And, then we brand the games.

JB: Boss Media built the Svenska Spel Bingo solution 4 years
ago and it has been extremely successful since launch. What we
see here is the trend of actually adding other types of services,
especially Bingo, which is a social event, and I would say the
functionality is important. You have all different Bingo sites today. You have maybe 25 different interest groups, cars, cooking,
dating, all kinds of stuff. You have dating sites, dating rooms and
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PJ: Would it be fair to say that an important objective of Svenska
Spel is to take market share off of other, offshore, providers?

poker because the majority of the players play on very low stake
tables and even people that used to play on high stake tables must
now play on low tables. Now, they have 7,000 players at peak everyday. So they take a significant market share from the free operators but they are providing a safe, secure and controlled environment. And the purpose is actually to decrease gaming.

JB: Their purpose is to take as much as possible. To take as many
players as possible from the free market but once the players come
in to Svenska Spel, their goal is actually to get the player to spend
less on gaming. Their role in society is to decrease the gambling, to
reduce the gambling, and the way they do that is by channelizing
the interest and have the players in a controlled environment to
promote responsible gaming. They’re actually quite successful in
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PJ: I read somewhere that the percentage is something like 53 percent; it’s over 50 percent of internet poker marketed in Sweden that a
little less than 50 percent of the Swedes were playing offshore? u
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City offer special rooms just for the game, where hundreds of
players at dozens of tables compete until only one person is left
wearing the coveted bracelet. Introducing this type of game in
a lottery’s social-space channel has proven immensely popular
because of its appeal to traditional lottery players as well as well
as younger players.
The Kansas Lottery also launched a poker-themed game
– Kansas Hold’Em – in September of 2006, to enhance its socialspace offering. However, two years earlier, the lottery had done
something even more innovative. It took a huge step forward
for the whole industry in terms of exploring new delivery channels. It introduced a new channel that offered a high level of
visual appeal and entertainment – games through the Internet.
And it became the first lottery in the nation to offer an interactive, Internet-based lottery game. The game, eScratch™, expands
the player’s lottery experience to the Internet and blends the
traditional retailer-based lottery experience with Internet play
– a completely new concept in our industry. The player buys an
eScratch ticket at a lottery outlet, creates an account or “e-Wallet” on the lottery’s Website, and then uses the account number
printed on the ticket to access a variety of games and track winnings on the Internet. The player must return to a retailer to collect any winnings. eScratch is part of an evolutionary category of
games being offered through a new channel.

allow players to see more value in their investment. For the same
money, they’re playing a game that’s easier to win and has a more
valuable top prize. After changing the structure of the cash game
and increasing the odds of winning, the Illinois Lottery increased
its cash game revenue by $17.6 million in the first 12 months
after the change.
The Illinois Lottery also introduced Pick ’n Play™ in March
2006. Pick ’n Play is an example of new content; it targets a
player who enjoys an extended-play game experience in an instant win format. Since July of 2006, Pick ‘n Play has sold more
than $32 million.
In February 2004, the Minnesota Lottery introduced an “Instant Online” game called G3®. To date, G3 games account for
13 percent of total online sales excluding Powerball (or 6 percent
if Powerball is included); revenue to the Minnesota Lottery from
G3 games is $6.6 million.
Lotteries can receive a tremendous revenue boost from finetuning their online game mix. The industry has a very good track
record of introducing new instant content – last year, more than
2,300 new instant games were introduced in the U.S. alone. Lotteries need online content that is similarly robust and flexible,
with new game formats that provide the opportunity to reach a
broader range of customers through different channels.
Conclusion
The golden rule is that rich, dynamic gaming content should
continue to be an important part of a lottery’s strategy to increase
sales, but not at the exclusion of sales channels and delivery devices. These three things are of equal value, and an approach that
integrates all three of them is the foundation for successful growth
– and the mark of a lottery that’s leading the industry. u

Restructuring Familiar Games
One way to expand sales among current customers is to finetune existing games in traditional channels, giving players more
value for their dollar(s). The result can be either an increase in
the number of tickets sold or an increase in the base price of
a ticket. This strategy has been successfully implemented in a
number of lotteries.
For example, the Illinois Lottery changed the parameters of
its cash game, including increasing the overall odds of winning a
prize. Changing the structure from a roll-down format to a rollover format improved the association between players and the
game by allowing them to track the jackpot. Such improvements
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and game development.
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